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Feasibility Demonstration with Animal CT/Micro-CT Data

Conventional tomography allows excellent reconstruction of an object from
non-truncated projections. The long-standing interior problem is to reconstruct an interior ROI accurately only from local projection segments. Interior
tomography solves the interior problem with practical knowledge such as a
known sub-region or a sparsity model using compressive sensing. Advantages of interior tomography include radiation dose reduction (no x-rays go
outside an ROI), scattering artifact suppression (no cross-talk from radiation outside the ROI), image quality improvement (with the novel reconstruction approach), large object handling (measurement can be truncated
in any direction), and ultrafast imaging performance (with multiple sourcedetector chains tightly integrated targeting the ROI).
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A sheep was scanned on a SIEMENS 64slice CT scanner. There were 1160 projections collected over a 360° range with 672
detectors per projection. The radius of the
field of view was 250.5 mm. An interior
scan was obtained by discarding data
along rays outside an ROI.
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“Lower-dose CT scanning is a goal of researchers outside
the major imaging firms, too. Ge Wang, director of the biomedical imaging division of the joint Virginia Tech–Wake
Forest University School of Biomedical Engineering and
Sciences, and his team are developing a new low-dose CT
technique called interior tomography. While typical scans
cover a whole area —scanning the chest to image the heart, say, or the
whole head to map out a cochlear implant—interior tomography focuses
on a much smaller region of interest.” IEEE Spectrum Magazine News
by Neil Savage: “Medical Imagers Lower Dose” , pp. 14-15, March 2010

Landmark-based interior reconstruction with the sheep CT scan.
The global FBP reconstruction contains an ROI. Air in a trachea serves
as the landmark. The interior reconstruction is favorably compared
against the local FBP with smooth data extrapolation and the local SART
with ordered subsets after optimal constant shift.
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Sparsity-based interior reconstructions with a mouse chest scan using the physiological gating technique. The image reconstructed from a
dataset of 400 non-truncated projections serves as the gold standard.
The interior reconstruction from the 400 truncated projections is in an excellent agreement with the truth after 60 iterations without precise knowledge of any subregion in the ROI. The image quality of interior reconstruction becomes compromised as the number of views is reduced.
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Multi-source Systems in the Past — Traditional Tomography Requiring Non-truncated Projections
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Dynamic Spatial reconstructor (DRS) developed by Dr. Ritman’s team
enabled ultrafast tomographic imaging for the first time and was applied in cardiac studies in 1980s.

Siemens dual-source scanner was introduced in 2005 but it is still not sufficiently fast in cases of high or irregular heart rates. We have been working
on triple-source CT as an extension of the dual-source system.
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Multi-source Systems in the Future — Interior Tomography Allowing Truncated Projections

Multi-source micro-CT is attractive for better temporal resolution. We
proposed a five-source micro-CT system in 2001. Also, a dual-source
micro-CT system was conceptually designed by Hoffman and Wang,
and built by BIR engineers in 2003 to help bioluminescence tomography.
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High Temporal Resolution Applications with Multi-source Interior Tomography

Multi-source interior
scanning would allow
much faster imaging
than the state of the
art multi-source CT
and micro-CT systems that require non
-truncated
projections. If the number
of imaging chains is
sufficiently large, instant
tomographic
imaging of an ROI
could be achieved.
CNT x-ray sources
and spectral photon
counting
detectors
can be used.
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2009
The interior problem and approximate solutions were extensively studied in the 1980s and early 1990s, and the fact that reliable image reconstruction cannot be performed in general from truncated projections contributed to the
current long-standing architecture of CT scanners including the latest multi-source CT/micro-CT systems whereby the detectors have always been wide enough to cover a full transaxial slice of the patient/animal/object. Interior tomography suggests a paradigm shift in the CT architecture especially multi-source interior tomography for ultrafast, even instantaneous, imaging performance critically important in cardiovascular exams, perfusion scans, collision,
explosion, and other dynamic processes.
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